
Jonathan Z”L:  Remembrances
 
I first met Jonathan when he thrust a paper bag containing a “rathole” – a rattle - into my cradle.  
Though I do not remember the actual event, there was a cinefilm showing it, Jonathan pushing 
the parcel forward while looking away and covering his eyes simultaneously.  Jonathan voiced 
what every first child feels “the three of us were happy together, what did we need him for?”
 
Jonathan was born and raised in his not particularly beloved New York City.  Jonathan had 
several passions, a word that he the rationalist would likely have rejected.  I will therefore refer 
to them as interests.
 
Perhaps his earliest interest was baseball.  Jonathan was converted at a very early age by our 
maternal grandfather Irwin, with whom he shared with Irwin his coloring, his gait and 
unfortunately his Parkinsons.  Irwin took him to the Polo Grounds to see their favorite New York 
Giants play.  My childhood was spent with a plea of “It is the top of the ninth” to delay departures 
so that Jonathan could hear the end of a game.  This was in the age before the development of 
the transistor radio.  Jonathan developed a game called dice baseball, played with a pair of dice 
where each score was assigned a baseball value.  Scores were recorded on 2 by 10 grids on 
yellow legal paper that our father Charles, an attorney, used.  The tenth row was to record the 
final game scores.  Dice baseball was played endlessly in the back seat of the car.  Though 
Jonathan remained a Giants fan even after they deserted New York, I think that he developed 
an enthusiasm for the Twins.  Jonathan was my source for information on baseball and football.
 
Another early interest and enthusiasm was weather.  Jonathan liked extremes, especially on the 
frigid side.  Jonathan loved snow.  Already in middle school he was keeping weather records.  
We lived in an apartment and he would hang out of our bedroom window with a long 
thermometer to get a reading.  When it snowed he walked outside and away from buildings to 
wave the long thermometer to obtain a more accurate reading.  He was observed by a neighbor 
who did not know him and reported to Mrs. Lowy, a known neighbor, that there was a youngster 
running around waving a knife.  Mrs. Lowy, an elegant refugee from Vienna, obtained a 
description and assured the worried neighbor that it was Jonathan with his thermometer.
 
Another early enthusiasm was music.  Hard though it may now be to believe, for a short time in 
the 1950s Jonathan followed the rock-‘n-roll pop list.  He would record the ups and downs of the 
top ten on a chart. He soon lost interest in rock-‘n-roll in favor of classical music.  It was this 
interest that brought his great love Barbara into his life.  Jonathan had a photographic memory 
for number patterns.  He loved numbers and charts and did large sums in his head.  Cousin 
Paula who worked with Barbara had opera seats that she could not use.  She offered them to 
Jonathan who thought that he could not use them.  Paula then offered them to Barbara.  
Jonathan later found that he could go to the concert and having remembered Paula’s seat 
numbers went to see who was using them.  So they met.  They shared a love for classical 
music, Jonathan providing cues for Barbara to sing or hum.  Jonathan himself could not sing.
 
Jonathan loved Ilana who was raised in Prior Lake. He enjoyed taking Ilana every year to 
Valleyfair.  Perhaps this reminded him of early annual outings to Coney Island.  He looked 
forward every year to the State Fair.  He was thankful to Ilana for making it possible for him to 
attend it this year.  He enjoyed taking Ilana to the National Parks, to London, Paris and Rome.  
He was proud that she attended his old school – Cornell.  Jonathan loved Craig and Nolan and 
Clara.



 
Jonathan was intellectually brilliant.  He did well in school and on tests, though he could be 
stubborn.  On his first grade report card it was noted that he would not dance.  Hermaine went 
off to school for a parent-teacher meeting.  To each question about how he was doing in 
reading, writing, ‘rithmatic, the answer was well but that he refused to dance.  Hermaine and 
Charles placed an emphasis on academics, perhaps that limited the development of our eq’s.  
Jonathan was very thin.  School authorities feared that we did not have enough to eat.  One day 
the school nurse appeared uninvited and unexpected and demanded to look into our 
refrigerator.  She was only called off when a neighbor who taught at the school assured the 
nurse that Jonathan was a good eater. Jonathan had a hearty appetite, loved steaks and chops 
and ice cream.
 
Jonathan loved bridge.  It was during cross-country car trips that Jonathan learned to play 
bridge.  Hermaine and Charles taught us.  Jonathan took to it with great enthusiasm and soon 
surpassed Hermaine and Charles in ability.  Jonathan went to Stuyvesant High School, then a 
specialized boys science high school in New York.  This was an excellent fit for us as we fit in 
amongst the nerdy awkward school population.  He found other bridge players among 
neighboring boys in junior high school and at Stuyvesant such that every Friday night our 
apartment hosted two tables of prepubescent nerdy bridge players.  It was also at Stuyvesant 
that we developed our love for pocket protectors.  Though I moved away from pocket protectors 
by college Jonathan kept his interest long after they had gone out of fashion elsewhere.  I was a 
secret supplier in later life, no doubt ensuring that he was one of the cool dads when Ilana was 
in junior high school.  Jonathan also loved his slide-rule.
 
Jonathan loved chemistry.  Our dentist who was a family friend gave us quicksilver – mercury – 
with which to play.  Under Jonathan’s direction we would make little balls of it and shoot it 
across our bedroom floor until it evaporated.  Perhaps this contributed to how we developed.  
Jonathan was given a chemistry set in junior high school.  It was in a wooden box and kept on a 
high shelf.  He used to do little experiments. I remember the burning of potassium.  He used to 
go to a lab in Manhattan on Saturdays to do experiments.  Long after the chemistry set was 
gone a stain remained on the wall where it had been.
 
Jonathan loved plants.  He was always feeding and fussing with them.  He fancied himself a 
country boy.  He moved with enthusiasm from New York to Minnesota and to the then-exurban 
Prior Lake for its garden, grill and fireplace.  As a child in a New York City apartment, he had to 
be content with feeding wax to his Chanukah candles to get them to last longer.  This became a 
source of competition for us, one I always lost.  For some years, Jonathan kept a chart of 
candle-burning times.  He also kept a chart of falling asleep and waking up times which he drew 
onto graph paper, with sleeping times connected in red and awakenings in blue.
 
Jonathan liked travel, a family trait, perhaps developed during early cross-country car trips and 
visits with Hermaine and Charles to Central and Western Europe.  Jonathan and I travelled as 
teenagers together to Puerto Rico, St. Thomas, Mexico, Iceland.  This travel was important to 
our development.  It contributed to Jonathan’s enthusiasm to moving to live in Hamilton, Ontario 
for two years.  I am grateful that he visited Antarctica with Barbara, Ilana and Craig to see ice 
and snow and later that Barbara and he were able to sail through the Arctic Northwest Passage 
from Søndre Stromfjord to Nome with Barbara.
 
May Jonathan be remembered for life:  Zichor L’Chaim.


